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SYNOPSIS 
 

 

Magnifieke en adembenemende nachtmerrie van een horrorfilm, waarin de 

Portugees-Amerikaanse Francisca uitgroeit tot een gestoorde moordenaar. 

In hun afgelegen boerderij leert Francisca’s moeder haar, als voormalige chirurg, 

hoe dode dieren te ontleden en niet bang te zijn voor de dood. Als op een middag 

een mysterieuze bezoeker op een gruwelijke manier een einde maakt aan het 

idyllische familieleven ontwaken bij Francisca vreemde en afwijkende verlangens. 

Heel alleen, samen met haar teruggetrokken vader, groeit ze op tot volwassene.  

Ze verlangt naar contact met de buitenwereld, maar deze verlangens hebben een 

nogal specifieke en donkere vorm aangenomen. 

Een unieke, gotisch sfeervolle en beklijvende horror, waarin gruwelijke 

gebeurtenissen en details in wonderschone cinematografie worden getoond en 

met fantastische melancholieke Fado muziek worden ondersteund. Niet voor 

niets een van de meest besproken en bejubelde horror-debuten in jaren. 
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NICOLAS PESCE 
Writer/Director 

 
 

Nicolas Pesce's directorial debut feature film, THE EYES OF 

MY MOTHER, which he also wrote, had his premiere at the 

2016 Sundance Film Festival and was executive produced by 

Borderline Films. His previous works include the hugely 

viewed Tei Shi music video BASSICALLY, NEVERMIND THE 

END by the same artist, and BONE SOUP by Show Me The 

Body. 

Additionally, Pesce has done live video work for numerous 

artists including Snoop Dogg and The Black Keys. In 2013, he 

developed an animated series starring Malcolm MacDowell, 

J.K. Simmons, and Colin Quinn. Nicolas is a graduate of New 

York University’s Tisch School of the Arts and currently 

resides in Brooklyn. 

  



KIKA MAGALHAES       

Actress Francisca 
 

 
Born in Portugal, Kika Magalhaes was originally trained as a dancer, performing all over Europe before moving to America to pursue a career in 
acting. Magalhaes attended Manhattan’s famed Neighborhood Playhouse School of Theater, focusing on the Meisner Technique. Since 
completing the program, she has had landed roles in indie films such as CITY OF GOLD, (executive produced by Gus Van Sant) and TAPESTRY 
(where she played opposite Stephen Baldwin, Burt Young and Tina Louise), among others. THE EYES OF MY MOTHER is her feature film debut.  
 



A CONVERSATION WITH ROGER ROSS WILLIAMS 
 

THE EYES OF MY MOTHER is your first feature film. This film is both highly psychological and highly visual. A lot is communicated through 
the images themselves. Did you have the look of the film—the stark, black and white—in mind from the beginning or did that come into 
play once the script was finished? 
I think of myself as first and foremost as a visual director, even more so than a storyteller in many ways. I always think about how the most 
powerful thing about movies is that you can make people feel something completely different depending on how you paint an image. That’s a 
crazy thing that only we [filmmakers] get to do. There are certainly super stylized looks for everything I do. My DOP Zach [Kuperstiein] was my 
freshman year roommate and has shot everything I’ve ever done since I was a teenager. We fell in love with movies together and we’ve 
developed a short hand where I hardly speak to him and he knows exactly what I want. Even earlier than I was talking to Kika [Magalhaes] 
about the film, I was talking to him about the look of it, and the fact that we were going to shoot in black and white and that we were going to 
use contemporary camera gear even though this is a period piece. 
We didn’t want to try and model old movies, but rather we wanted to make it look like photographs. But we’d watch all these old 50s and 60s 
horror movies and they were in this beautiful, old Hollywood black and white with yellow subtitles—that’s where we got it from. As far as Zach 
goes—the dude’s a genius and I can’t say enough good things about him. He really is phenomenal and my movie would not look the way it 
looks without him. 
 
There are certainly some more than memorable images in this film—the overhead shot of the body in the bathtub for instance, or that 
overhead shot of Kika near the end of the lying on the road. The composition of every frame feels incredibly precise. Was everything 
storyboarded down to the frame or did you have room to play around a bit while you were shooting? 
About a week before we started shooting, we shot every shot of the movie with another camera and stand-ins just to get a feel for the film so 
that when we were on set we’d have a picture reference of what we were trying to shoot. We’d already talked about it and had it all planned. 
The beauty of that was that when we were shooting there were a lot of times where we’d be like, “alright we’re ahead of schedule what else 
can we shoot?” A lot of what’s in the movie are things we came up with on the fly and I think the fact that we were so organized let us play 
around more because all the groundwork had already been laid for us. I also knew that I was going to be flexible in terms of what the actors 
were doing; we did have some crazy rigs in there, like when the camera is mounted to Charlie’s back when he’s coming out of the barn. We 
didn’t know if that was going to work until the moment we shot it. 
 



I’m admittedly a bit of a luddite but were there any techniques you used in postproduction or any specific equipment during shooting that 
helped achieve this sleek, clear—as you say, photographic—effect? 
To be honest I’m not really the tech guy either [laughs]. I love Steven Soderberg and he uses the RED a lot, like in The Knick right now. We used 
a very similar camera package to what he uses for that show and I’m just fascinated by it—it’s such a clean, slick look that might be used to 
shoot an action movie, but in this case it’s a totally different period film. Having that juxtaposition was awesome to me. 
We used the flexibility that digital gave us. I.e: we shot in color and then converted to black and white after the fact. We were able to do things 
that it used to be really really difficult for someone like Hitchcock to do and we could now do in two minutes because we had all this 
technology. Zach [Kuperstein, the DOP] always talks about how in film school we used to be so charmed by using old cameras and shooting on 
film and using all the old gear that all the filmmakers we love used. But now we can get to that end point for much cheaper and much easier. 
When you’re on a budget like we had, anything that can make it look bigger, the better, you do. From the overhead shots, to the camera rigs—
we were always trying to stretch our money.  
 
Jumping back to story and theme for a minute, the film is obviously super dark and disturbing in a way that really stays with you. But there’s 
a lot of vulnerability to Francisca as well. I’m curious to hear about your original conception for the character and how it grew through your 
collaboration with Kika [Magalhaes]. 
[Laughs]. The starting place of the character is, you know, you hear these stories on the news about these people that have done horrible 
things—I always use Jeffrey Dahmer as my example. He killed and ate seventeen people in the 90s. When you hear something like that, that 
sounds like such a crazy statement. But the majority of someone like that’s life wasn’t spent killing and eating people—the horrifying thing that 
they’ve done, and maybe have become famous for, is actually a very small piece of what their life looks like. Thinking about what the rest of 
that life looks like when they’re not doing those things is just as scary and fascinating—if not more—than when they’re doing the horrifying 
things. 
It doesn’t seem like it, but in my movie there’s actually no onscreen violence. The most violent thing you see on camera is the little girl stitching 
[Charlie] up. And that’s something that like ninety percent of people have experienced. Francisca’s character became about what does 
Francisca’s life look like between all these traumatic moments? What does life look like for someone who’s just trying to make sense of 
something that’s horrible around them? When I would talk to Kika about it, the main questions was, how do you make someone and make 
them sympathetic to the audience? The whole process of the movie was kind of trying to get the audience into a place where, they wouldn’t do 
what Francisca would do, but they would understand why she’s doing it. And if you walk out of the movie sympathizing with her, then I 
got you sympathizing with the killer! [Laughs]. It’s about the important emotional moments in this girl’s life—and whether it’s about violence 
or just emotional trauma, it’s really about a girl who’s lonely seeking a way to fix it. 
 



The violence comes out of a lot of misguided moments in her youth and her taking what should have been lessons in the wrong way, or not 
having parental support to guide her. Francisca can’t be to blame for everything that happened to her. But she is responsible for the things that 
she does do and she feels bad. She isn’t a stone cold killer and she doesn’t kill for pleasure per se—she might find pleasure in it after the fact, 
but she kills Charlie because he tries to leave: it’s like a little girl having a temper tantrum. She really is a little girl who can’t process the full 
spectrum of her adult emotions. She has these desires like sex, and anger, and violence and they’re confusing to her and she’s trying to distract 
herself from them and hold them inside. Kika and I didn’t really talk about the anger or the violence, but rather that everything she does is out 
of love and she always thinks that she’s helping someone. 
 
Taking the actors through this dramatic process—especially Kika and the little girl—must have been quite a different experience from 
directing actors in music videos. What was your process like on set with them? 
I grew up as a theater kid—my parents were very involved in the theater and I was acting all my life until I went to film school, so I’ve had sort 
of a glimpse into that world. Talking to the actors is actually the easiest part for me. I guess I’m not a classical director in the sense that I have 
no “method.” I talk to my actors the same way I talk to any person. I was fortunate that a lot of the actors in this movie were friends or people 
that I had worked with before. I like to work with people I already have relationships with because I know what I can get out of them and what I 
can do to get that out of them, particularly for the dark scenes. 
But I’m always trying to have fun. People make dark movies that might be autobiographical, and movies that are trying to make a statement 
about the world. My movie is serious, but it’s not that. I’m not this dark guy that has these fantasies—the set was fun. I’ll never forget—we had 
a severed cow head on the table that was literally from a cow that had died the day before and this little girl [that played the young Francisca] 
is like, “it’s cool to touch this right?” And I’m like “Yeah!” The more fun everyone was having around all the dark stuff, the easier it was to do. 
Kika is a happy bubbly girl normally and the young girl who plays the young Kika is a brilliant little 9- year-old. She knew exactly what she was 
doing. She could be super dark one minute and then turn it off and was just the bubbliest, peppy girl afterwards. I hear stories about directors 
who have really dark, intense, sets to make the tone of the movie dark. I get that, but that’s not me at all. 
 
I wanted to ask you about your composer, Ariel Loh. The music is a huge part of setting the tone for an ominous mood piece like this. How 
did you find him and what was your process like? Did he score the film after seeing a rough cut? 
No—it was very odd, actually. He was my roommate at the time and he was in a band that made sort of indie/pop-rock music. He has a vintage 
synth collection, so every piece of synth equipment that was used to score movies from the ‘70s and ‘80s, he owns [laughs]. I would hear 
him in the other room just playing stuff by himself and it sounded nothing like the music his band made, and I’d be like: “Yo! Can you record 
this? I could totally use this for something!” As I started writing the movie I would just sit and listen to him play and tell him what I liked. Like 



my collaboration with Kika and my DP, we talked through my writing process. I’d tell him “oh man, I wrote this crazy scene” and then two days 
later he’d say: “I was thinking about that scene you told me about and I wrote this, see if you like it.” 
When we went into production, I had his music and I played it for the cast and crew so they knew what it would sound like and they could get a 
sense of the vibe of the movie. As we were finishing up, there were little bits and pieces we needed to fill in. I wouldn’t necessarily tell him 
which part it was for, I’d just tell him: “Ariel, I need something spooky, that kind of sounds like this,” and he’d send me something and I’d think: 
“this is perfect.” This is how we heard Trent Reznor and David Fincher did it: Trent Reznor never watches the movie. Ariel had never done 
anything in the film world before, but we’d watched so many movies together and he did such an awesome job. We’ve got a great little unique 
score here, and I couldn’t imagine the movie without it. It’s an integral part of the style. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

“SHOCKINGLY ORIGINAL.” 
- Hollywood Reporter 

 
 

“AN EXQUISITE WAKING 
NIGHTMARE.” 

- Variety 
 
 

“I’ve been watching horror films 
since I was 3 years old. They’ve 

never given me nightmares. Until 
now.” 

- LA Weekly 
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